
The Ewellix Lift Kit Extends the Reach of Your Palletizing Robot
System

UR robots are great for palletizing! Unfortunately, they do not always have the reach needed
for larger palletizing applications. EWELLIX has solved this problem with their Certified UR+
LIFTKIT. This vertical axis designed specifically for collaborative robots is easy to assemble and
gives your UR extended reach.

By raising and lowering your UR during the palletizing process, the arm is always at an optimal
position for lifting and placing boxes. Utilized in the Cross Palletron 3000, this increased range
helps to both increase productivity and reduce costs.

Contact a Cross robotic expert today to discuss your lift kit application.

Top Five Reasons Cobots are Great for Adapting to our "New
Normal"

It’s an understatement to say that things have changed since the start
of the COVID-19 pandemic. For many of us, almost everything about
our daily lives has changed in an effort to adapt and continue
operations while keeping our teams safe. As you move into what we
are now referring to as our “new normal” cobots can be a great tool
for preserving efficiency while promoting safety. Here are the top five
reasons why cobots are an excellent tool.

Read the five reasons and call a Cross robotic expert to discuss your upcoming application.

Single Pair Ethernet (SPE) Technology Livestream is this Week

SPE is the new network infrastructure for industrial IoT.  Would you like to learn about how SPE
can help you?

On September 22 and 23, our supplier partner Phoenix Contact will help host the SPE System
Alliance digital exchange of knowledge between experts of different industries and
technology sectors on the topic of Single Pair Ethernet. The Technology Days will provide
participants with the opportunity to talk to specialists and to inform themselves about the
added value of this SPE communication technology. A keynote, discussions, and an exhibition
constitute the framework of this digital conference. Partners of the SPE System Alliance, like
Dätwyler, Fluke Networks, Kyland, Microchip, Phoenix Contact, Prysmian Group, R&M,
Rosenberger, Sick, Telegärtner and Weidmüller, will present trends within SPE technology and
explain the relevance for components like switches, semiconductors, sensors, connectors, and
cables. 

The program will take place at different times on both days so that everyone around the world
who is interested in Single Pair Ethernet can participate. The live conference agenda on

September 23rd will begin at 8:00 AM (EDT).  All presentations are in English, and the recordings
will be available to download. Learn more about Single Pair Ethernet  and the SPE System
Alliance.
 
Contact a Cross technical specialist today to find out more about SPE and IIoT.
 

 

Cross Company Covid-19 Safety Products

Monitor temperature without

slowing or stopping the flow of foot

traffic

Mobile hand washing station
suitable for indoors or outdoors

Personal protective equipment
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